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Adam young golf videos

Scroll down for more information Type your email below and access my FREE video, with the exese of the 2 simple drills that are so powerful, they must be part of each golfer's workouts. READ MORE HERE Read one of the most popular golf blogs online, covering topics of basic chipping ideas, all the
way to advanced motor learning principles. Enjoyed by players and coaches alike, the blog is growing rapidly and becomes a great free source of information. Go to the blog getting ready to take your game to the next level, with the most comprehensive guide to hit the golf ball better. International
bestseeper author, Adam Young, takes your step by step through the concepts, techniques and skill drills that will get you hitting the ball longer, straight and more consistent, with this HD video series. Check out the trailer below for a sneak peak – and scroll further down to learn more about the app
content. Find out how to identify, change and improve your skill to stop the sweetspot – which is more distance, accuracy and consistency. Learn about the effective facial size, gear effect, the diagonal strike and much more. Make every shot feel pure. Learn more about the lowpoint position and how to
improve it. Find out why it's the key to striking your irons effectively. Understand what your body needs to do to create a correct low, and learn exercises to master this skill. Also, find out why you're having trouble moving/moving your weight excessively. Find out about the missing ingredient in most



player's floating, and why moving your weight more is not always the answer to better strikes. Combined with Low-Point Control, it creates the perfect bright ball-turf strike. Learn how to produce different strikes for different purposes using combinations of low point and arc height. Not only will you discover
the many different ways to skip a ball (and when to use each one), but you will also be shown drills and techniques to produce each type of discontinuation. Find the moves that do the top benefits they separate from the amateurs. In this module you will find out what almost every amateur tries to do so
ruins their chances of consistent striking. You will see that the benefits do it completely the opposite way! Do you want to maximize your distance and become a better driver? Learn how to create optimal launch conditions for your golf ball to carry longer distances. Most golfers are limited with their floating
speed. But by introducing the ball with a better spin, they can pick up some serious site – find out how in this module. See how the top players move to create the strikes they do. Find out why professionals all look different, but also learn what they all do the same to shots. Some of the world's best strikers
are analyzed, including Tiger Woods, Rory Mcilroy, Mcilroy, Watson, Jordan Spieth, Robert Rock, Louis Oosthuizen, Lee Westwood and more. By beautiful visual, you will get a deeper understanding of the task, resulting in faster improvements in your technique and skill levels. Learn about body
movements and how they interact with the strike. Find out the moves the benefits that create technical consistency. Skill drills you can use on the series, at home with a net, or even on course to see dramatic improvements in both technique and coordination. Lessons to solidize concepts and see them in
action. I take you step by step by striking it better. Revolutionary footage, drills and technical understanding About 17 HD videos in over 6 different modules, this program takes complex concepts, breaks them down and then simplified them for you. With an overload of information currently out there with
no real structure, people yearn a logical step-wise plan of action to take their games to the next level. The Strike Plan is this program. The program is laid out in a way you can go through it at your own pace, consuming each module in a time-frame that suits you. With more than 120 minutes of video
broken down into bite-sized pieces, you will get an incredible amount of information, drills, techniques and beautiful visual concepts for a fraction of the cost of a golf lesson. Watch on your phone, your laptop or your tablet – you can learn to play better golf anywhere! PURCHASING HERE $59.95 Striking
the ball effectively is one of the fastest ways to lower your score and get more enjoyment from the game. Home - Adam Young Golf Home your portal better golf the book Learn more about Practice Manual; the best guide to better golf for players seeking serious improvement. Learn more blog Reading
one of the most popular going... About Adam – Adam Young Golf About Adam Is definitely one that is committed to continuous learning and makes a difference. He believes that the coaching of the future in golf will include muc... Don't make chicken wing make sure your grip is perfect Lying That left foot
planted and safe Keep that left arm straight at the top Make sure it's straight on impact Jordan Spieth - career best 61 and 2 majors this year Swing Dogma We used to think the sun turns to Earth. Sure, why wouldn't we - there was fair enough evidence for it; all the 'experts' agreed at that time, and no
one questioned it. However, just because something sounds logical and there is 'evidence' (usually a correlation) doesn't make it right. I wrote in depth about Correlation and Causation fallacies HERE. What about golf floating technique; have you ever questioned any of it? There are enough doctrinal
statements in golf on how you should '' do (x) or 'must' (Y) to write about 15,000 books on the subject (serious-collector.com). Note how those 'do's' are all different, depending on which book you read? Do you ever wonder why? Therefore, I set out to find out what the general denominators of all the
15,000 books are. The unmistakable truths all methods agree on — whether they know it or not. More than one way to skin a cat some things we use mandatory for the floating consideration are not as much fundamental as they are variables that may be different for the individual. Like the top of the back-
swing position – look at all the variations on tour – and this is despite every tour player being exposed to what is considered the 'correct position'. Ask yourself, how can a tour pro that has access to the best instruction and spend hours every day on the series doesn't get a 'correct' top of the swing? Just
look at the wide swing style variations on tour Maybe it's not as important as you thought – perhaps functioning before she was talking about what the textbooks deemed textbook. Have you ever asked where the idea of a textbook swing comes from? Yes, most people never question things and just get
spoon-fed information – Here, that's the right thing to do. Okay, I'll do it. Pretty deadly Most textbook floating technique ideas stem from one's love of symmetry – we are naturally attracted to it. But too much symmetry and 'nice lines' can actually be devastating for the golf swing. But what if clean lines and
symmetry were actually harmful to the swing? Symmetrical faces tend to be considered more attractive, but sometimes beautiful can be fatal, like this toxic flower Take, for example, floating aircraft. Every golfer and their cat have heard of the idea of being 'on the plane'. Usually it is accompanied by ideas
that the hands and the club head should swing together in one clean line. Ben Hogan didn't actually swing his hands and club off on the same plane It would make sense – if it looked pretty and united (so we're naturally attracted to it). But read the title of this paragraph. The latest research in
biomechanics shows us that, not only does it happen in good golfers, but it can actually be demote to try and swing in this pretty and clean lined way. Nesbit (2005), showed that the hand plane (road takes the hands) and club head plane (path taking the clubhead) changes not only throughout the swing,
but they differ from each other by 9-12 degrees! Kwon and Como (2012) looked at the movement aircraft (shoulders, arms, club head etc.) and found the following; The shoulder/bracelets moved on significantly different Movement aircraft and exhibited huge departures from the club head plane The golf
swing actually has more aircraft than British Airways – (Photo of Dr Kwon - Kwon3D) to put it on top, Mackenzie (2012) found the clubhead and hands on the same plane coming down. Cause. disadvantage when it comes to clubhead squaring, speed creation, and even some nice complex and cool
mechanics through impact associated with consistency. Nice lines can actually be harmful! But you still need the cat who doesn't say the books you've read are 'wrong'. Just because I say that there is no model golf swing doesn't mean you have to throw the baby out with the bath water. Don't go burn
your library of golf books and swing videos simply because they can be a little too dogmatic in suggestions. There are still functional ranges of acceptable movement - but those ranges will probably be much wider than you think. And there is room for a large amount of individual variance within those
'acceptable' ranges. Simply put, the model swing is dead, but you still have to swing it. And practice? What about practice too? What if everything you thought was right about practice, was, in fact, wrong? What if the mantra I hear a lot; Perfect practice makes perfect can actually badly slow down your
success, or even make you worse? Have you ever questioned it? Are you really better at this game as fast as you feel you should be? Have you even stopped in your progress, or started going backwards? With books like The Talent Code and others supporting the message that all you have to do is
10,000 hours of practice and you will be on an elite level, it will be tempting to jump on the bandwagon of perfect practice making perfect. But I can tell you here, 10,000 hours don't make the expert. You can practice for 10,000 hours or more and never see the improvement you expect; because it's not
just about the amount of time/hard work/blood, sweat and tears you put in. And it's not about how 'perfect' your practice is either – often the reverse. You need to exercise effectively. You should use different forms of practice (differential, variability, calibration, performance, transmission – as well as
blocked, random, broken etc.). You have to train for function, not exclusively for form You have to use the right parts of your brain when training errors are highly useful in training, and we can use it to overload our path to success I discuss all these ideas and more in my book The Practice Tutorial, which
you can get from amazon by clicking on the link at the bottom of this post. The swing of the future Gulf floating the future will not be based around 'models'. There will still be certain 'musts' to play at the highest level, but those things will vary greatly on the individual and the entire army of components they
bring to the table, such as genetic variations Level of coordination Current intentions (such as strike concepts) Level of development Physical literacy/restrictions Swing instruction will also be more a case of adding certain to make a swing more functional, rather than completely rebuilt to make it look
beautiful. Actually, the swing of the future is already here, and has always been. Just look on tour to see all the many variations and combinations of floating methods used to create success. While there will always be nice and mechanical swings on tour (such as Adam Scott), there will always be a lot of
guys winning on tour as they make a Zorro sign in their back swing. The swing that Tiger Woods made in this commercial wasn't the one he used to win his 14 majors Bottom line rather than copying a model swing, finding out the general fundamentals that share all golf professionals who help them hit the
ball more consistently, straight and longer. For more information, click The Strike Plan image below. References SASHO J. MACKENZIE (2012). Club position relative to the golfer's floating aircraft becomes meaningful floating dynamics. Sports biomechanics 2012, iFeerst article, 1-16 Kwon YH1, Como
CS, Singhal K, Lee S, Han KH. (2012). Assessment of planarity of the golf swing based on the functional floating aircraft of the clubhead and movement aircraft of body points. Sport Biomech.; 11(2):127-48. Steven M. Nesbit (2005).  A THREE-DIMENSIONAL KINEMATIC AND KINETIC STUDY OF THE
GOLF SWING. Journal of Sport Science and Medicine 4, 499-51. 499-51.
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